Mobile computing environments that seek to support communication-intensive applications need to provide sustained end-to-end networking resources to static and mobile ows in the presence of scarce and variable wireless bandwidth, bursty wireless channel error, and user mobility. In order to achieve this goal, we present the TIMELY adaptive resource management architecture and algorithms for resource reservation, advance reservation, and network layer and end-to-end adaptation in mobile computing environments. The key novelty of our approach is the coordination of adaptation between the di erent layers of the network in order to solve the problems introduced by scarce and dynamic network resources.
Introduction
Mobile computing is becoming increasingly popular because of the availability of indoor and outdoor wireless packet networks such as Wavelan, Rangelan, RAM and CDPD. In order to e ectively support communication-intensive applications such as web browsing and multimedia conferencing, future mobile computing environments will need to provide sustained levels of the scarce, dynamic, and shared wireless/wireline network resources to applications and end users.
In the domain of high speed wireline networks, several techniques have been proposed for providing quality of service to applications. The network satis es the throughput and end-to-end delay requirements of applications by using a variety of mechanisms for resource reservation and packet scheduling 30, 35, 36] . Transport protocols such as TCP and RTP enable end hosts to adapt to the available network resources and accordingly adjust the o ered load to the network. Mobile computing environments require similar mechanisms, though they additionally need to address the following unique issues: First, wireless channels are prone to bursty and location-dependent error 16, 22, 29] . Second, contention for the wireless channel is location-dependent 5]. Third, mobile users may move from lightly loaded cells to heavily loaded cells. As a result of the rst two reasons, the wireless channel resources are highly dynamic. As a result of the third reason, resource contracts that are made in one cell may not be valid when the user moves to another cell. Besides, user mobility between cells may cause packet ows to be rerouted, also contributing to changes in the resource availability in the backbone and wireless networks.
Since the dynamics of the resources in mobile computing environments is much more severe than in high speed wireline environments, we perceive the need to provide e ective mechanisms for adaptation at multiple layers of the network protocol stack. In particular, each layer must seek to minimize the adaptation that higher layers need to perform, but at the same time, expose the variations in the available resources that enable higher layers to adapt intelligently. This approach is in stark contrast to the established TCP/IP standard, wherein each layer independently monitors and adapts to resource changes in the network. The coordination of adaptation among multiple layers of the protocol stack is the key novelty of our approach, and is discussed in this paper. While our solutions are speci cally targeted to mobile computing environments -where the dynamics of the network resources are more pronounced and more critical -they are also applicable to traditional wireline networks.
Network Model
Our mobile computing environment consists of a cellular packet network, with a wireline backbone and base stations which provide network access to mobile hosts via wireless links. We assume that routing and ow management algorithms exist for stationary and mobile hosts.
In the cellular network, two cells are called`neighbors' if it is possible for a mobile user to execute a hando between them. A user (or host) who has remained in the same cell for longer than a threshold period of time, T th , is called a`static' user (or host). A user who has performed a hando within the threshold period of time is called a`mobile' user. A unicast ow whose two end-points are both static is called a static ow. If either of its end-points is mobile, the ow is called a mobile ow. Our goal is to maximize the resources allocated to static ows and minimize the variance in resources allocated to mobile ows.
Service Model and QoS Bounds
In a related work, we introduced the notion of adaptive service 26] . In adaptive service, the resource speci cation for a ow speci es the minimum and maximum bounds for each QoS parameter required by the ow. For example, the resource speci cation for rate is given by a b min ; b max ] bound. When the network admits a ow, it guarantees that the rate granted for the ow, b g , will be at least b min 1 . The ow will pay the network a revenue that is a function of its granted rate b g rather than the minimum guaranteed rate of b min . Thus, the network has the ability to adjust the granted rate of the ow within the range b min , b max ] in order to optimize its own revenue. This model is also applicable for other QoS parameters, notably delay.
Specifying a range rather than a single value is crucial in being able to support e cient resource management in mobile computing environments. Applications in such an environment are expected to handle resource uctuations within acceptable bounds. For the network, providing a bound o ers the exibility to handle mobility, error and dynamic resource variations. Note that guaranteeing a minimum resource reservation to an admitted ow provides a degree of separation between ows, while the ability to dynamically adjust the resource reservation within bounds enables the network to multiplex resources among ows in order to optimize its revenue and also to accommodate resource uctuations.
Typically, the lower bound (e.g., b min for rate and d max for delay) is determined by the minimum requirements for the application, while the upper bound (e.g., b max for rate and d min for delay) is determined by how much the user is willing to pay for the service. A ow whose rate allocation equals its maximum requirement (e.g., b g = b max ) is said to be saturated.
Resource Model
In this paper, the QoS parameter of interest is rate. Since our focus in this paper is on rate, link bandwidth is the resource of interest. For each link, we divide the bandwidth B into three categories: (a) per-ow reserved bandwidth, b g (f), for each admitted ongoing ow f, (b) common reserved bandwidth, R g , for advance reservations and exception conditions, and (c) aggregate bandwidth, B b , reserved for best e ort tra c. Note that our resource model can be easily extended to support multiple classes of service, by reserving a separate fraction of the bandwidth for each class. We only consider one class in this paper for simplicity.
For the purposes of resource adaptation in Section 4, we ignore best e ort tra c. Thus, we only
consider an e ective link bandwidth, (B ? B b ), that is adaptively divided among ongoing ows and a common reserved bandwidth. The common reserved bandwidth also has a bound R min ; R max ], just like any other ow. R max is a network parameter which bounds the bandwidth that can be set aside for future use, while R min is a dynamically variable parameter, as de ned in the next subsection.
Advance Reservation
In a mobile computing environment, a user may move between cells while continuing to send and receive packets in ongoing ows. In order to provide seamless mobility, the network needs to reduce transient packet loss during the hando and also provide approximately the same QoS for the ow before and after the hando . The rst requirement can be handled by several possible techniques such as multicasting packets to the two cells or forwarding packets from the old to the new cell during and after hando 27]. The second requirement is much harder to accomplish, and is addressed in this paper. While a stationary user cares only about maximizing the resource allocation along the current path of a ow, a mobile user cares more about minimizing the variation in resource allocation across hando s. The primary requirement for seamless mobility is to reduce or eliminate relative change in QoS upon 1 As described in 26], all`guarantees' in our mobile computing environment are channel-conditioned guarantees as opposed to absolute guarantees. Thus, the guarantees are valid only if the wireless channel resources do not decrease below a threshold value.
hando . The absolute QoS value in itself, is a secondary concern so long as the QoS satis es the minimum bound. Thus, in adaptive service, we provide only the minimum resource requirement for mobile ows (i.e.,b g = b min ). However, in order to support seamless mobility, we perform advance reservation of resources in the next predicted cell(s) of the user and along the next predicted route of a mobile ow. The algorithm to predict the next cell of a mobile user is described in 6, 24] .
Adaptive service supports two types of QoS speci cations for dealing with hando s: the rst is guaranteed per-ow advance reservation, and the second is aggregate advance reservation. For per-ow advance reservation, once the next cell for a mobile ow f is predicted, advance reservation is achieved by explicitly initiating resource reservation along the next-predicted route of f. For aggregate advance reservation, once the next cell for a mobile ow f is predicted, advance reservation is achieved by setting R min = min(R min + b min (f); R max ) for each link along the next-predicted route of f. Advance reservation is cancelled at a link by setting R min = max(R min ? b min (f); R MIN ), where R MIN is network parameter that provides a lower bound on the common reserved bandwidth. Per-ow advance reservation ensures that the resources reserved in advance for a ow cannot be reused by any other ow, while the resources reserved through aggregate advance reservation can potentially be reused by multiple ows.
Revenue Model
The notion of revenue, and the revenue model used for resource allocation, are fundamental to the rate adaptation algorithm presented in this paper. We have chosen a large and generally applicable class of revenue models for this paper.
In our revenue model, a ow does not pay the network any revenue unless its granted rate is at least equal to its lower bound. Once the ow is granted its minimum requirement, it pays an admission fee (A) for the granted rate. Above the minimum requirement, the ow pays a positive but decreasing marginal revenue for each extra unit of aggregate rate 2 that is granted by the network. Above the upper bound (i.e.,for saturated ows), the marginal revenue for each additional unit of rate is 0. To summarize, let b min (f); b max (f)] be the rate requirements for a ow f, b g (f) be the granted rate for f, r f be the excess rate beyond the minimum requirement, i.e., r f = b g (f) ? b min (f), and h f be the number of hops that ow f traverses in the network. Thus h f r f denotes the aggregate excess rate granted to ow f. Let If the network drops an ongoing ow, it pays the user a termination credit (T ). If the network readjusts the rate of an ongoing ow, it pays the user an adaptation credit (C a ) irrespective of whether the new rate is greater or less than the old rate. Thus, the network will cause adaptation upon increase in resource availability in some of its links only if the expected additional revenue generated from granting additional resources will exceed the aggregate adaptation credit granted to all the ows that are adapted. This is critical in reducing the frequency of adaptation when available resources uctuate rapidly in a mobile computing environment. While our architecture allows for pre-emption of ongoing ows to accommodate higher priority incoming ows, in this paper we set the termination credit of each ow to be su ciently large that no ongoing ow is dropped in favor of either a newly arriving ow or rate adaptation for another ow.
Based on the above revenue function and credit structure, after adapting its excess rate from r f to r 0 f at time t, the net additional revenue generated from ow f during time t; t 0 ] due to the adaptation at time t is given by F(h f r 0 f ) ? F(h f r f )](t 0 ? t) ? C a where C a is the adaptation credit, and no adaptations occur in (t; t 0 ]. The network revenue is the sum of the revenues generated from all ows in the network. Thus, given that a rate adaptation takes place at time t and no adaptation (or hando ) takes place in (t; t 0 ], the 2 Aggregate rate is the sum of the rate allocations over all the links that a ow traverses.
additional network revenue generated in the time interval t; t 0 ] due to the adaptation at time t is given by the following expression:
where S denotes the set of ows in the network, and I( ) is an indicator function which equals 1 if its argument is true and equals 0 otherwise. The objective of the network is to maximize its revenue given by equation (4) whenever it initiates a new adaptation. A special case of a network adaptation is when we consider a link in isolation. In this case, the change in network revenue following the adaptation is given by P f2S f F(r 0 f ) ? F(r f )](t 0 ? t) ? C a I(r 0 f 6 = r f )g, since h f = 1; 8f 2 S.
We make the following observations based on the revenue model described above.
In the absence of future adaptations, the rate adaptation algorithm that maximizes long term revenue for a link in isolation distributes the excess rate equally among all the unsaturated ows traversing through the link if the revenue functions for all the ows are identical. Rate adaptation is explicitly disabled for mobile ows. The same e ect can be implicitly achieved by setting the adaptation credit su ciently high that a mobile ow will never be chosen for adaptation.
In absence of complete knowledge of future events such as hando , link bandwidth change, new connection requests, etc., the network cannot maximize its long term revenue merely by maximizing its short term revenue. The admission fee and termination credit are set large enough in our environment that no ongoing ow is terminated or no incoming ow is refused connection only to accommodate increased rate of another ongoing ow (i.e.,a ow is rejected or terminated only if all ongoing ows have B g = b min and resources still need to be reclaimed). Thus, the revenue model does not explicitly a ect admission control, but it does a ect rate adaptation.
The revenue model of a ow is characterized by the 4-tuple < A; T; C a ; F > -admission fee, termination credit, adaptation credit, and revenue function. In the rest of this paper, we will assume that all ows are governed by the same revenue model, and thus have the same values for the 4-tuple.
Wireless Channel Resource Model
Unlike wireline networks, wireless networks are prone to channel error and location-dependent contention. Since, the available resources of wireless channels are both scarce and dynamic, any`guarantees' that are provided to ows in mobile computing environments are channel-conditioned. In a related work 22], we describe an algorithm for wireless fair scheduling that provides rate and delay channel-conditioned guarantees to ows based on estimated wireless channel resources. This algorithm is independent of the speci c pattern of wireless channel errors, but needs a bound on the number of slot (or xed size packet) errors that can happen over any time window of a given length. Our resource management architecture assumes the presence of a resource monitor for providing such a bound based on tracking transmission and reception of packets in the wireless network. With this bound, our wireless scheduling algorithm can provide channel conditioned guarantees.
3 Resource Management Architecture Figure 1 .A shows our adaptive resource management architecture for mobile computing environments. Our architecture consists of four horizontal network layers and a virtual vertical layer. The four horizontal layers are the scheduling/MAC layer 17, 22] , the resource reservation and predictive advance reservation layer 6, 24, 26] , the resource adaptation layer 22], and the transport layer 15]. The virtual adaptation interaction layer provides for adaptation-related information to be passed across the protocol layers, and enables the di erent layers to adapt cooperatively. Coordinated adaptation across multiple layers is a key aspect of our resource management architecture. In this paper, the focus is on the middle two layersresource reservation and resource adaptation -and the interaction of adaptation at the transport layer and the network layers. Figure 1 .B shows the di erent resource management algorithms and their interaction. Figure  1 .B shows the interaction among the resource management algorithms. The shaded areas in the gures highlight the parts of the architecture that are described in this paper.
In order to provide adaptive service, various resource management algorithms interact in the following sequence of events. 1. The application noti es the network that it wishes to set up a ow between two end-points, and provides the ow speci cations and resource speci cations. 3. Since only the minimum requirements are considered above, an admitted ow may cause a resource con ict, in case some ongoing ows have been granted resources above their minimum requirements. 4. The network performs advance reservation for mobile ows. 5. The network performs resource adaptation among the adaptable static ows in order to resolve resource con icts and also distribute additional resources. 6. Since the resources allocated to a ow can vary dynamically, applications use an adaptive transport protocol called HPF 15] to transmit packets. HPF enables applications to interleave multiple packet substreams with di erent priorities in a single stream, such that only the important substream is transmitted during sudden resource reductions. Also, the congestion control mechanisms in HPF use the resource adaptation information from the network layer to react e ectively to dynamic resource changes. There is a close interaction between the admission control, resource reservation, advance reservation, and resource adaptation algorithms. There is also a close interaction between the transport protocol, resource reservation, and packet scheduling algorithms.
Admission control determines if a new ow can be admitted without violating the minimum resource bounds of ongoing ows and the common reserved bandwidth. Resource reservation is then performed for the new ow. Advance reservation is only performed for mobile ows in the next-predicted cell and along the next predicted route. Note that per-ow advance reservation is similar to regular resource reservation, while aggregate advance reservation increases the lower bound of the common reserved bandwidth. Thus, advance reservation directly impacts the admission of new ows. Preference should be given to advance reservation (as opposed to new ows) because the termination credit is typically much larger than the admission fee in the revenue model. Since the common reserved bandwidth has an upper bound of R max , advance reservations of multiple ows may be multiplexed, thereby improving utilization of the network. Resource adaptation is only performed on a subset of static ows, and increases the allocated resources of these ows. As we describe in Section 4, resource adaptation can potentially reuse the resources set aside by the common reserved bandwidth, so long as it can be reclaimed when required (hando or new connection request). The reuse of additional resources is also the cause of resource con ict (item 3). Note that while adaptation can cause resource con ict, it increases the utilization and hence the revenue of the network. One of the critical tasks of a mobile computing environment is to prevent frequent adaptation due to the dynamics of resources and mobility of ows, while still optimizing the utilization and revenue of the network. This is achieved in our approach because the network will never allocate additional rate to ows upon a resource increase unless the expected revenue gain due to the adaptation exceeds the aggregate adaptation credit that the network has to give to the ows it causes to adapt.
While the network initiates adaptation in order to maximize its own revenue, applications need to adapt to the variations in the resources granted to them by the network. When resource changes occur in the network, the application is noti ed. At the same time, a large number of packets may be in transit, thus the transport protocol needs to gracefully adapt to short term resource uctuations in the network. In our architecture, the transport protocol provides graceful adaptation through two mechanisms: (a) it still performs window based ow/congestion control, but the window is set to re ect the granted delay-bandwidth product for the ow, and (b) the transport protocol tags packets with priority levels, so that intermediate schedulers can drop low priority packets while still transmitting higher priority packets during periods of sudden congestion or resource decrease. We have noticed from performance measurements 15, 17] that having coordinated window and rate based adaptation works e ectively for adapting to longer term resource uctuations, while having priority-based link level packet dropping during congestion handles short term resource uctuations e ectively.
In the next two sections, we will deal with network-level adaptation, while in Section 6, we will deal with transport-level adaptation. There are six events that we need to consider for network-level resource management: (a) connection setup or unexpected hando into a cell, (b) connection teardown, (c) advance reservation setup, (d) advance reservation teardown, (e) resource increase, and (f) resource decrease. The rst four events occur due to mobility or connection setup, while the last two events typically occur due to resource uctuations in a wireless network. Events (a) and (c) impact admission control and resource reservation, events (c) and (d) impact advance reservation, events (a) and (f) may cause con ict resolution (i.e.,rate adaptation for decreasing resources), while events (b) and (e) may cause adaptation (for increasing resources).
In the following sections, we will describe the rate adaptation algorithm, and the protocol for resource reservation and predictive advance reservation in detail. 4 Revenue-based Rate Adaptation Since mobile users care more about minimizing the variance in QoS across hando s, rate adaptation is performed only among static ows. The goal of rate adaptation is two-fold: (a) upon resource increase, allocate additional rate to a subset of ongoing static ows in order to maximize long term revenue gain due to the adaptation, and (b) upon resource decrease, reclaim rate from ongoing ows in order to minimize long term revenue loss due to the adaptation. In a mobile computing environment, resource changes occur frequently as a result of wireless channel dynamics as well as user mobility. However, each adaptation costs the network the adaptation credit C a for each ow that is required to adapt. Thus, a critical task of the rate adaptation algorithm is to increase revenue due to improved network utilization but avoid repeated adaptation due to resource changes. The rate adaptation algorithm essentially involves answering two questions at any given time: (a) which ows are eligible to adapt, and (b) how rate adaption is performed among the adaptable ows. We answer both questions below.
Criteria for Selecting Adaptable Flows: Who Should Adapt
From the revenue model, the network has to pay an adaptation credit to each ow that it causes to adapt. Thus, the network will only choose to adapt those ows from which it expects to receive additional revenue as a result of adaptation in excess of the adaptation credit. At any time, the network thus identi es a subset of ows called the adaptable set, which are eligible to adapt upon a resource change.
It can be easily shown by counter-example, that a rate adaptation algorithm cannot optimize long term network revenue unless it has full knowledge of all events in the future. Thus, a rate adaptation scheme that only uses past and current state cannot maximize long term revenue. Consequently, the rate adaptation algorithm needs to use heuristics for identifying the adaptable set. We have considered two such heuristics: (a) optimistic: perform adaptation on those ows for which the anticipated increase in revenue from the adaptation compensates for the adaptation credit, and (b) conservative: perform adaptation only on those ows for which the increased revenue due to the last adaptation has already compensated for the adaptation credit. The major di erence between the optimistic and conservative approaches is that the conservative approach is guaranteed not to lose any revenue in the long term due to adaptation induced by resource increase. While a detailed discussion of these two approaches is provided in 25], we adopt the conservative approach for identifying the adaptable set in this paper. Section 4.3 provides a precise de nition of when a ow can be in the adaptable set using the conservative heuristic. Two results are immediate from the use of the conservative heuristic: (a) mobile ows will not be subjected to adaptation so long as the adaptation credit is set su ciently high, and (b) frequent adaptation of static ows due to mobility of other ows which share common links is prevented. The point (b) above is very important, since it guarantees that frequent mobility or local adaptation will not cause a domino e ect of adaptation throughout the network.
Rate Computation Among Adaptable Flows: How to Adapt
In the previous section, we identi ed the adaptable set, i.e.,which ows are eligible to adapt. In this section, we specify when an adaptation takes place, and how the rate adaptation distributes bandwidth among the ows in the adaptable set. Note that for the purposes of adaptation, the common reserved bandwidth is treated as just another ow with R min ; R max ] rate bounds, and is always present in the adaptable set.
When available bandwidth decreases at a link and this causes a resource con ict, (a) if R g > 0, then bandwidth is rst taken from the common reserved bandwidth till R g = 0; (b) if still more bandwidth needs to be retrieved, then rate adaptation is performed among the ows in the adaptable set according to the algorithm speci ed in Section 4.2.3.2; (c) if still more bandwidth needs to be retrieved, then rate adaptation is performed among all ongoing ows; (d) if still more bandwidth needs to be retrieved, then ows are dropped one by one in decreasing order of b min .
Resource Adaptation Algorithm:
This section presents a weighted max-min rate adaptation algorithm that seeks to maximize the network revenue due to rate adaptation among the ows in the adaptable set. Note that all the ows in the adaptable set already have been granted their lower bound b min . Thus, we only deal with excess rate in this algorithm, i.e.,each ow f in the adaptable set is considered to have bounds 0; b max ? b min ] for the purpose of rate adaptation.
Weighted max-min rate adaptation is a generalization of the max-min rate adaptation algorithm 4, 11]. Each ow is assigned a weight that is equal to the number of hops that it traverses. The weighted maxmin rate adaptation algorithm allocates rate among ows in the adaptable set in such a way that the minimum`weighted rate' among the ows is maximized, and subject to this constraint the next lowest weighted rate is maximized, and so on. Let each ow f be granted a weight w f and a rate r f . As in max-min, the weighted max-min rate allocation computes the`weighted fair share' at each link. Let link l be the bottleneck link for an unsaturated ow i; then w i :r i = w l , where w l is the weighted fair share for link l. Thus, the algorithm iteratively distributes the rate inversely proportional to the weight of a ow among competing unsaturated ows at the bottleneck links (links with the minimum weighted fair share in each iteration); bottleneck links and the ows that traverse through them are then removed from future iterations. The pseudo code for the algorithm is presented in Section 4.3.
In a related work 25], we show that the weighted max-min rate adaptation algorithm achieves optimality in network revenue for the class of revenue models assumed in this paper if the network is saturated and no further resource changes take place. We also bound the revenue deviation (i.e.,the maximum reduction in network revenue achieved from the weighted max-min algorithm from the optimal network revenue) of the weighted max-min algorithm in the general case. While the weighted max-min algorithm seeks to maximize long term network revenue, it also has some nice fairness properties because of the inherent opportunity cost' associated with the revenue model. In particular, it maximizes the resources granted to the ow with the minimum aggregate rate. Thus, shorter ows are granted priority in rate adaptation over longer ows, which also implies that longer ows uctuate much more slowly than shorter ows. Both of the above properties are desirable in a practical rate adaptation algorithm.
Steps of the Revenue-Based Rate Adaptation Algorithm
In this section, we specify the steps of the revenue-based rate adaptation algorithm described in previous sections.
Identify a set of ows in the network comprising the adaptable set. A static ow belongs to the adaptable set if it satis es one of the following three conditions: (a) the last resource adaptation resulted in an increase of rate for the ow, and the additional revenue generated due to the increasè paid o ' the adaptation credit, (b) the ow has not been in the adaptation set for a threshold time T a 3 , or (c) the last resource adaptation resulted in a decrease of rate for the ow (thus, a ow is never taken out of the adaptable set as a result of a decrease in its allocated rate resources). 3 The introduction of Ta ensures that a ow which has only a very small increase in rate due to an adaptation is not prevented from future adaptation for a very long period of time. E ectively, all credits are considered to be`paid o ' not later than a time Ta after the adaptation.
Let r i (f) be the rate allocated to a ow f as a result of its i th adaptation, t 0 i;f be the time of its i th adaptation, C a be the adaptation credit, h f be the number of hops that ow f traverses in the network, and F be the revenue function 4 . After the i th adaptation of ow f at t 0 i;f , the ow rejoins the adaptable set at time t 0 i+1;f where t 0 i+1;f = ( t 0 i;f if r i (f) r i?1 (f) t 0 i;f + min(T a ; Ca F(h f r i (f))?F(h f r i?1 (f)) ) if r i (f) > r i?1 (f) Upon resource increase, rst ensure that the minimum common reserved bandwidth is satis ed (i.e.,R g = R min ). Then perform weighted max-min rate adaptation among the adaptable ows (including the common reserved bandwidth). Upon resource decrease, if there is no resource con ict, then no action needs to be performed. If there is a resource con ict, rst retrieve the bandwidth from the common reserved bandwidth, then perform weighted max-min adaptation among the adaptable ows, then perform weighted max-min adaptation among all ows, and nally drop ows in descending order to b min .
A new connection setup or a hando (without advance reservation) needs to satisfy the admission control criterion (b min (f)+ P i2C b min (i)+R min B) where f is the new ow, C is the set of ongoing ows and B is the link bandwidth. If the admission control is satis ed but the admission of the new ow results in a resource con ict, then perform resource adaptation as in the resource decrease case. A connection teardown is the same as the resource increase case. Setup of a new advance reservation for ow f in a neighboring cell/link sets the minimum common reserved bandwidth for the cell/link to R min = min(R min + b min ; R max ). Teardown of an advance reservation for ow f in a neighboring cell/link sets the minimum common reserved bandwidth for the cell/link to R min = max(R min ? b min ; R MIN ). In the above cases, R max and R MIN are network parameters.
The weighted max-min rate adaptation algorithm is a generalization of the max-min algorithm. Let G = (V; E; C) be a network in which V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges and C is the set of network ows. For each ow f, let b min (f); b max (f)] be the requested rate bounds. Let B(l) be the link capacity of link l. Let L(f) represent the set of links traversed by a ow f, and C(l) represent the set of ows that traverse link l. Then the weighted max-min algorithm is performed as follows. 
Implementation of the Rate Adaptation Algorithm
It is well known that max-min and weighted max-min algorithms require global state 11]. Distributed implementations of the max-min algorithm have been proposed in literature, but they have long convergence
, where D is the diameter of the network, and K is the number of distinct bottleneck links in the network), and feasibility constraints 12]. In a related work 25], we have implemented a maximumleaf-spanning-tree (MLST) based distributed approximation of the weighted max-min algorithm which converges in O(log D) time in the average case and maintains feasibility at all times. While the details of this implementation are beyond the scope of this paper, we will generically refer to the distributed entities of this implementation as weighted max-min servers in the next section.
The detailed theoretical analysis of the properties of the rate adaptation algorithm are derived in 25]. Brie y, the weighted max-min algorithm optimizes the long term network revenue for the isolated link case with no further adaptations, and for the saturated network case with resource change events that occur with a periodicity greater than the threshold time T a . So long as the average periodicity of resource change is greater than T a , the revenue deviation of the rate adaptation algorithm from the optimal revenue is bounded by a small fraction. The details of the analysis are not presented due to space constraints, and the reader is referred to 25].
Resource Reservation and Advance Reservation
The resource reservation protocol in our environment needs to support three types of reservations: (a) userinitiated reservation during connection setup, (b) advance reservation for mobile ows, and (c) networkinitiated adaptation. Typically, most reservation protocols such as RSVP are designed to handle the rst type of resource reservation, but not the latter two types. While M-RSVP 33] does support advance reservation, the mechanisms in M-RSVP to support advance reservation are signi cantly di erent from our approach. To our knowledge, our resource reservation protocol is the rst that can support all three types of resource reservation. In this section, we describe our reservation protocol, and its interaction with resource adaptation. For the wireless links, the base station undertakes to perform the resource reservation on behalf of the mobile hosts in its cell. Each base station thus has a resource reservation manager. Resource allocation within the cell is done through the WPS algorithm, described in 22].
The resource reservation protocol works as shown in Figure 2 . Applications set up TCP, UDP, or HPF 15] connections using standard socket connect/accept mechanisms. An ongoing connection is identi ed by the 5-tuple <src addr, src port, dst addr, dst port, protocol>. Once a connection is setup, applications may transmit packets using best-e ort service till either end-point seeks to make a resource reservation request. The following sequence of steps occurs the rst time that a resource reservation is performed for a ow.
1. When an application wishes to set up a resource reservation for an ongoing connection (duplex or simplex in either direction), it registers the connection with its local RM. The application then requests a reservation to be made through a Reservation Request message to the RM, specifying its ow specication (Fspec) and the resource speci cation (Rspec). In our testbed implementation, Rspec consists of bounds for rate and delay, and the type of advance reservation for mobile ows. If the rate admission test is passed, the link tentatively admits the ow f , and adds it to C for the purpose of future admission tests. The request message is forwarded downstream. Thus, when a request message passes through a switch, the route eld gets updated, and the reservation ag may be set to 0 if admission control fails. 4. At the end of the forward trip, the RM at the remote end-point receives the request message. By inspecting the request message, RM determines the number of links in the path as well as whether the rate admission test was successful or not. Based on the end-to-end delay, rate, and the number of links in the path, RM sets the requirements for the delay test and the bu er test in the reverse path according to the algorithm in 26]. The delay test and bu er test are beyond the scope of this paper since we focus on rate here. Irrespective of whether the these tests succeed or fail, the remote end host tentatively sets the reservation of the ow to`success', and noti es the corresponding application. 5. During the reverse path of the round trip, each link performs the delay and bu er admission tests.
If either test fails, then ow is taken out of the tentatively reserved list and added to the best e ort list, and the request ag is set to 0. If both tests succeed, the ow is added to the reserved list of ows at the link. The request message is then forwarded upstream. 6. Irrespective of whether the reservation succeeded or failed, the reservation process takes a single round trip. All reservations time out after a threshold period if not renewed. Thus, for each reserved ow, the RM periodically refreshes its resource reservations. For this reason, if the rate admission succeeds but the delay admission fails, the remote host will learn this fact after the threshold time expires. 7. Upon completion of the round trip, the initiating host receives a modi ed reservation request packet with the route eld lled in. If the resource reservation was a success, the reservation manager updates its local data structures, noti es the application, and forwards the reservation request packet to its nearest weighted max-min server. The request packet has all the information the weighted max-min server needs corresponding to the ow for the rate adaptation algorithm. Note that there are ve kinds of resource requests: (a) new reservation request, just described above, (b) refresh request, which is the periodic refreshing of resources for ongoing ows, (c) advance reservation request, for mobile ows along the next-predicted route, (d) reroute request, which occurs upon a hando , and (d) adaptation request, for static ows which have been chosen for adaptation. While (a), (d), and (e) cause new resources to be committed to a ow, (b) resets the expiry timer of currently committed resources, and (c) modi es the lower bound of the common reserved bandwidth.
Mobility and Predictive Advance Reservation
For mobile ows, the RM at the base station handles the resource reservation requests. A mobile ow is explicitly disabled for adaptation. Thus, only after a mobile host has stayed in the same cell for the threshold time T th is any ow from or to the host considered static, and may then be eligible for adaptation according to the rules described in Section 4.
For a mobile ow, the next-cell prediction algorithm predicts the next cell 6, 24]. Predictive advance reservation is initiated by sending the base station of the next cell an advance reservation request with the Rspec of the mobile ow. Upon reception of an advance reservation request for a ow, a base station computes a predicted route for the ow and initiates an advance reservation request along the new route. For per-ow advance reservation, the advance reservation request is similar to the new reservation request.
For aggregate advance reservation, an advance reservation request for a ow f does not explicitly reserve any resources at a link. It only updates the lower bound of the common reserved bandwidth R min = min(R min + b min (f); R max ). At the rst network switch where the current route and the next-predicted route merge, the reservation ag of the advance reservation request is set to 0, so that switches downstream ignore the request. Note that since aggregate advance reservation does not timeout, it needs to be explicitly cancelled. Cancelling an aggregate advance reservation for ow f at a link updates the common reserved bandwidth R min = max(R min ? b min (f); R MIN ).
Mobility is handled as follows: a hando need not be accompanied with an explicit teardown of reservations along the current path because they time out automatically. When a mobile ow hands o , the base station of the new cell initiates a reroute reservation request along the new route. The case of hando with a successful per-ow advance reservation is straight forward. Thus, we only present hando with aggregate advance reservation. If next cell prediction was successful, i.e.,if the ow did hand o into the next predicted cell, then if the aggregate advance reservation was successful for the ow, its resources are transfered from the common reserved bandwidth to the per-ow reservations. Note that this can lead to resource con icts, since according to the resource adaptation algorithm in Section 4, aggregate advance reserved resources may be reused by ongoing ows to improve network utilization. If the advance reservation for this ow had failed, the ow may be rejected, though it may still be admitted if there are enough resources available in the common reserved bandwidth. This implies that since the common reserved bandwidth is multiplexed among several mobile ows, success of aggregate advance reservation does not guarantee seamless hando and failure of advance reservation does not guarantee hando dropping. Thus aggregate advance reservation is enhanced best e ort rather than guarantee of seamless mobility, while per-ow advance reservation guarantees seamless mobility. Of course, an ongoing ow will never be rejected so long as it can pass the admission control test even if it involves reclaiming the bandwidth from other ows that have been allocated more than their minimum requirements.
Interaction of Resource Adaptation and Resource Reservation
As described in Section 4.4, rate adaptation is achieved via a network of WMSs which communicate using a spanning tree (since the nodes at which the WMSs execute are the interior of the MLST of the network) and perform adaptation according to the algorithm speci ed in Section 4. When a new reservation request or reroute request is successfully completed, the RM that initiated the request forwards the request packet to the nearest WMS. When an application deregisters a connection with its RM (or when a base station detects a hando of a mobile host out of its cell), upon the timeout of the current reservation, the RM does not send a refresh request. Instead, it sends a connection termination noti cation (containing the ow id of the ow and a sequence number) to the nearest WMS. Thus, upon a hando of a mobile ow, the network of WMSs receives a connection termination noti cation from the old base station and a reroute request from the new base station (assuming that resource reservation was successful along the new route). Because of the asynchronous nature of these two messages, we associate a sequence number with each ow, that is incremented by 1 every time a hando takes place. This ensures that the WMS does not get into the wrong state if an old connection termination noti cation reaches later than a newer reroute request.
Once the WMS has not received a reroute request or connection termination noti cation for a ow for a threshold T th period of time, the ow is labelled as static. It is then eligible to adapt according to the algorithm in Section 4. For static ows, the network of WMSs computes the adaptable set and performs resource adaptation among the ows that belong to the adaptable set. If a resource adaptation causes a change in b g (f) for a ow f, the corresponding RM receives an adaptation noti cation with the ow id and new granted rate of the f. Upon reception of this noti cation, the RM initiates a adaptation request specifying b g for the ow, and also noti es the application about the newly granted rate.
Rate adaptation may also be triggered by resource decrease on a link. Each link is assumed to have a resource monitor that monitors the usage of link capacity and available resources. When link capacity changes by more than a threshold value due to wireless channel error or location-dependent contention, the resource monitor noti es the nearest WMS, which then initiates adaptation if required. The design of the resource monitor is beyond the scope of this work.
Link Layer Support for Resource Reservation
While the resource management architecture and algorithms can work with di erent paradigms of link schedulers at the network switches, we describe the scheduling algorithm in our testbed. Each backbone network switch implements a 3-level hierarchical scheduling algorithm. The highest priority control level serves signalling packets (such as reservation requests and noti cations) in FIFO order. The second priority reservation level serves admitted ows according to a weighted round robin (WRR) service discipline. The lowest priority best e ort level serves unreserved ows according to a round robin (RR) service discipline.
When a connection is initially set up and a ow of data packets transmitted over the connection, each intermediate switch adds the ow to its best e ort level (the header of each packet identi es the ow id from the 5-tuple <src addr, src port, dst addr, dst port, protocol> 5 . If admission control is successful, the ow is transferred from the best e ort level to the reservation level. Likewise, when reservations time out on a ow in the reservation level, it is transferred to the best e ort level. State management for a ow is done using soft state. Thus, if a ow does not transmit any packet for a threshold period of time, it is removed from the scheduler. 5 We support a more general notion of a` ow', by considering any combination of the following six elds to identify a ow: src addr, src port, dst addr, dst port, protocol, identifier. Using this generalization, an application, user, or organization may multiplex reserved resources among its di erent connections.
Note that WRR can be replaced by more sophisticated hierarchical link sharing algorithms in order to support multiple QoS classes in an integrated services environment. For the wireless links, we adapt the hierarchical scheduler described above. Instead of WRR, the wireless hierarchical scheduler implements WPS 22] for the reserved ows.
In summary, the main features of the resource reservation protocol are as follows:
Changes in resource allocation may be initiated either by end hosts or by the network. This gives the network the exibility to change resource allocations within bounds in order to either adapt to the dynamic network conditions or to maximize its own long term revenue. Soft state is used to time out resource reservations. Thus, mobile hosts that hando or get disconnected automatically time out their resource reservations rather than having to explicitly do so. The resource reservation manager at the end host or the base station takes care of the periodic refreshing of resources. As far as applications are concerned, they need to explicitly register and deregister resource reservations with their reservation managers. Data transmission and resource reservation are decoupled. An application can send data packets in a best e ort manner without resource reservation, and then attempt to reserve resources when it needs to.
Reservation is a single round trip process, whether the reservation is a success or not.
End-to-End Flow Adaptation
The previous two sections described how the network reserves and dynamically readjusts the resource allocation for ows. In this section, we describe the interaction of adaptation at the transport layer and the network. In order to support multimedia ows in particular, and heterogeneous packet ows in general, we have developed the HPF transport layer protocol 15]. The architecture of HPF allows for multiple sub-streams with di erent priorities, reliability and QoS requirements to be interleaved into a single packet ow that provides sequencing and synchronization between the di erent substreams. HPF has two main mechanisms for performing end-to-end adaptation: (a) it uses a robust window-based protocol on top of the adaptive resource management algorithms in the network, but uses the granted delay-bandwidth product for reserved ows as an estimator for setting the window size, and (b) it enables applications to provide hints to the network switches about which packets in a ow of multi-priority interleaved streams are high priority, so that intelligent network switches will not drop high priority packets at the expense of low priority packets from the same ow. The rst mechanism is useful to provide end-to-end adaptation to long term resource variations in the network, while the second mechanism is useful to deal with short term resource uctuations in the network.
Details of the HPF protocol are beyond the scope of this paper; our focus here is on the coordination of end-to-end adaptation in HPF with the network layer adaptation mechanisms described in previous sections.
Adaptive Window Management in HPF
In current TCP/IP networks, TCP independently monitors and adapts to the variation in network resources. TCP uses several instruments for congestion control: (a) slow start to exponentially ramp up the congestion window during startup, (b) congestion avoidance with linear window increase beyond the slow start phase, (c) fast recovery to respond to random loss, and (d) round trip time measurements (rtt and RTO) to estimate the delay in the network. Essentially, TCP does use any hints from the network to determine the resources available to a ow. In our architecture, the network can provide the end host with the information about the allocated resources for each ow. Thus, the transport layer can be much more e ective in coordinating end-to-end adaptation using information from the network. We still require transport layer adaptation because the dynamics in both o ered tra c and networking resources imply that the available resources at any time may still vary signi cantly from the allocated resources.
The basic approach for end-to-end adaptation in HPF is the following: from Section 5, the RM at the end host noti es the application of the rate (b g ) and delay (d g ) reservations for a packet ow whenever these reservations are made or changed. We provide a library function to handle the resource allocation noti cation, which uses the setsockopt system call to notify HPF about the granted delay bandwidth product b g d g . HPF then sets the congestion window for the ow to this value. If the delay and rate values granted by the network were invariant, then having a congestion window of cwnd = b g d g would work perfectly. However, due to the dynamics of the o ered load and the channel resources, and the work-conserving nature of our link scheduling algorithm, the perceived delay and rate at any instant may vary from the granted values. Besides, note that the`guarantees' are channel conditioned, so the resource reservation may change severely over time. Thus, the window adaptation mechanism needs to adapt to the dynamics of the available resources without erroneously adapting to uctuations caused by random channel error. HPF uses a window adaptation algorithm that uses the granted delay-bandwidth product for the ow as the baseline, and then linearly increases or decreases the window size depending on what fraction of the sender's packets were received correctly by the receiver.
Periodically, the receiver sends a ongestion acknowledgement to the sender indicating the fraction of correctly received packets. The sender then uses this information to readjust its window according to the algorithms described in the following sections. The details of how the receiver computes the fraction of successfully received packets, and the protocol for communication of such information between the sender and the receiver are presented in 15]. For our discussion, it is su cient to note that the sender gets periodic congestion acknowledgements from the receiver about the fraction of packets (both high and low priority) that were received correctly at the receiver. Once the sender has this information, it needs to readjust its congestion window.
Congestion Window Management for Reserved Flows
For reserved ows, HPF uses the granted delay-bandwidth product for the ow as a baseline value of the congestion window. As mentioned before, our approach is to use congestion acknowledgements to do a linear increase/decrease of the congestion window based on the information from the receiver.
When the sender receives a congestion acknowledgement, it can either ignore the acknowledgement, or recompute the congestion window. The sender may choose from several di erent policies for recomputing the congestion window. In this paper, we propose a simple policy based only on the current state of the sender and the contents of the acknowledgement packet.
The congestion management algorithm used to determine cwnd is de ned as follows: If cong ack.fraction > , i.e.,no packet was lost in the current version, then we perform a linear increase in congestion window as in TCP congestion avoidance. If cong ack.fraction <= , i.e.,some packets were lost, we set the congestion window cwnd to cwnd * cong ack.fraction.
is a fraction which is less than 1, typically equal to (1 { random packet loss probability). By allowing for a random packet loss probability, our congestion control algorithm does not react erroneously to random channel error. At the same time, longer term congestion-related losses will cause the window to adapt accordingly. So long as the network resources available to the ow do not change signi cantly over time, the congestion window will hover at around the baseline value.
Congestion Window Management for Unreserved Flows
For unreserved ows, the network does not provide an estimate of the delay-bandwidth product. In this case, we solely use the information from the congestion acknowledgement, along with slow start, reset, and congestion avoidance mechanisms, to estimate the congestion window.
A congestion window may be modi ed either upon the receipt of a congestion acknowledgement or a timeout. The congestion management algorithm used to determine cwnd is de ned as follows:
If cong ack.fraction = , i.e.,no packet was lost in the current version, then we perform the standard TCP-like congestion window increase, i.e.,slow start if cwnd < ssthresh, congestion avoidance otherwise. If ack.fraction <= , i.e.,some packets were lost, we set the congestion window cwnd to cwnd * ack.fraction.
The other case when the congestion window is modi ed is after a timeout. In this case, the congestion window cwnd is reset to 1. Our mechanism for exchanging the congestion-related information ensures that lost ACKs do not cause the sender to behave in unexpected ways. Details are provided in 15].
Link layer support for HPF
In HPF, each packet contains its relative priority level in the ow. If a network switch does not recognize priorities within a ow, it simply ignores the priority eld of the packets in a ow. However, it is possible to provide sophisticated scheduling support for HPF by allowing network switches to selectively drop lower priority packets during congestion. In our testbed, we have provided queuing smarts to the hierarchical scheduling algorithm described in Section 5 to recognize and deal with the priority elds in packets intelligently. The scheduler maintains individual queues for each ow. Within each queue, the scheduler queues packets in order, but has pointers for each priority level which link packets within the priority level. When a new packet arrives, the scheduler tests if queueing the new packet would (a) exceed the bu er bound reserved for the ow or (b) the aggregate queue sizes for all ows would exceed the aggregate bu er bound. If both of the above conditions are true, then the packet cannot be queued without having some packet dropped. If the incoming packet has the lowest priority among all queued packets, it is dropped. Otherwise, the rst queued packet with the lowest priority is dropped and the incoming packet is queued in sequence.
For the scheduler described above, we make the following observations: (a) priority levels have no e ect across ows (i.e.,a lower priority packet of ow 1 is not dropped to accommodate a higher priority packet of ow 2), (b) the scheduling order is not altered within a ow, only the packet dropping is a ected (i.e.,within a ow, scheduling is FIFO, but already queued lower priority packets may be dropped in favor of incoming higher priority packets during congestion), and (c) for a ow, the number of packets dropped during congestion does not change; however, the trade o is between the number of lower priority packets dropped versus the number of higher priority packets dropped. Thus, providing priority-based link level packet dropping enables us to deal with short term resources uctuations by selectively dropping low priority packets, while long-term resource uctuations are handled more e ectively by end-to-end congestion control.
Examples
We have built an instantiation of our adaptive resource management architecture in a laboratory testbed, and deployed it for about one and a half years. In this section, we illustrate the the concepts of coordinated multi-layer adaptation using some simple scenarios from our testbed. While the link schedulers have been implemented as a part of the Linux kernel, RM and WMS servers are user-level programs. RM runs on all the end hosts in our testbed. Since the distributed implementation of WMS is outside the scope of the paper, we illustrate our examples with a single WMS server running on durga for the tested. Each end host shapes the tra c of the ows according to the rate granted to it -either using an explicit tra c shaper (for use with TCP and UDP tra c), or with HPF as described in Section 6. HPF is implemented on the end hosts, and is used to show the importance of coordinated adaptation across multiple layers using a network video player example. A more detailed description of the full testbed is found in 25].
We present four illustrative examples to show the di erent aspects of the resource management architecture. The rst example shows how revenue-based adaptation works, and distinguishes it from max-min fair adaptation. The second example shows the impact of advance reservation in supporting seamless mobility. The third example shows that unnecessary adaptations are avoided in our environment. The fourth example compares HPF-based end-to-end adaptation with TCP-based end-to-end adaptation, thereby demonstrating the e ect of coordinated adaptation across multiple layers.
For all the examples, the maximum link bandwidth is assumed to be 100 units for the backbone links, where each`unit' of bandwidth corresponds to 33 Kbps of raw bandwidth. We chose a revenue function, F(f; l) = 0:01(5b l r f ? r 2 f ) where r f is the excess rate allocated to ow f and b l is the link capacity over link l. Adaptation credit is set to 200 units and the threshold timer for paying o the adaptation credit, T a , is scaled down to 5 seconds from a standard value of 5 minutes to induce adaptation more often.
The parameters we measure are the allocated rate for each ow in terms of the bandwidth units, and plots of packet sequence versus time for each ow using tcpdump at the receiver. The resource change related events we consider are the following: Example 1: We compare two algorithms for rate adaptation: (a) the revenue-based rate adaptation algorithm proposed in Section 4, and (b) a max-min fair allocation which is a special case of the weighted max-min allocation where all ows have the same weight. Since the max-min fair allocation has been proposed in literature for rate adaptation 12], we compare the two algorithms for a simple case when di erent ows traverse over di erent number of links. We establish three static ows: F1 along the path radha ! indra ! durga ! maruti, F2 along the path atri ! durga ! maruti, and F3 along the path atri ! durga. The Rspec for rate for all the ows is 30; 100]. F1 and F2 send 20 MB of data, while F3 sends 10 MB of data. All ows are TCP. Table 1 shows the sequence of resource change events, rate allocation and network revenue generated over time using the revenue-based rate adaptation algorithm of Section 4. Table 2 shows the sequence of resource change events, rate allocation and network revenue generated over time using the max-min rate adaptation algorithm. Figure 4 compares the sequence number versus time plots for for the three ows using the revenue-based rate adaptation and max-min adaptation respectively. It turns out in this example, that the revenue-based rate adaptation algorithm generates the optimal long-term revenue. Example 1 illustrates that when di erent ows traverse di erent number of links, the revenue-based rate adaptation algorithm favors shorter ows for adaptation. Note that this has no bearing on the minimum reservations. However, by adapting shorter ows more frequently and with higher priority, the revenuebased rate adaptation algorithm reduces the domino e ect of adaptation of longer ows (since they cause resource change in more links). Thus, longer ows adapt less often, and areas of mobility do not cause adaptation throughout the network. Initially, F2 is in the cell of radha. F2 is set up along the route parvati ! radha ! indra ! durga. At time t = 58, F2 hands o to the cell of radha. The new route is maruti ! radha ! durga ! shiva after hando . At time t = 28, F2 performs advance reservation in radha. Immediately thereafter, we cause an arti cial momentary resource decrease in the link radha ! durga. While the advance reservation by itself would not have caused an adaptation (since it only updates the R min of the link), the resource decrease forces an adaptation due to an apparent resource con ict. The rate allocation of F1 is now reduced to 80. Since the advance reservation for ow F2 precedes the arrival of ow F3, ow F3 fails the admission test when it arrives at time t = 42. Therefore, ow F3 is treated as a best-e ort ow by the network. It is the application's task to periodically try to re-establish the reservation (or request for lower reservations), upon failure of the resource reservation request. In this example, ow F3 does not try to re-establish the resource reservation, and hence remains a best-e ort ow for its lifetime.
Due to the advance reservation, when ow F2 hands o to the cell of radha at time t = 58, it still maintains the same rate b min . From the user perspective, the hando for ow F2 is seamless. Table 3 presents the sequence of events described above. Figure 5 .a shows the plot of packet sequence over time for this example. time t = 0 t = 15 t = 28 t = 42 t = 58 t = 68 t = 93 data size events F1 " F2 " F2 * F3 " F2 ! F1 # F2 #  F1 100 100   80  80  80  --25MB   F2   -20  20  20  20  20  -25MB   F3   ---BE  BE  BE  BE  10MB   Table 3 : Example 2 events and results for the per-ow advance reservation case. * denotes advance reservation, ! denotes hando , and BE denotes best e ort. Note that hando is accompanied by cancellation of advance reservation in the new cell and transfer of these resources to the handing o connection. Now consider the same scenario except that F2 does not make an advance reservation in atri. We assume that the reserved fraction is 0 in this scenario to show the worst case. When F2 hands o to the cell of atri at time t = 45, it fails the admission test and is treated as a best-e ort ow. Therefore, it time t = 0 t = 15 t = 30 t = 45 t = 88 t = 118 t = 129 data size events F1 " F2 " F3 " F2 ! F3 # F1 # F2 #  F1 100 100   50  50  100  --25MB   F2   -20  20  BE  BE  BE  -25MB   F3   --50  50  ---10MB   Table 4 : Example 2 events and results for the no advance reservation case. experiences signi cant rate loss after hando . After ow F3 terminates, ow F1 essentially captures the channel and starves ow F2. Table 4 shows the sequence of events and rate allocations, while Figure 5 .b
shows the plot of packet sequence numbers versus time for this scenario. Consider that the adaptation credit for F3 is large. While parvati roams around in the three cells, and frequently hands o between atri and indra, the granted rate for the ows does not change: the rate for F1 will not change because F1 and F2 share a bottleneck link; the rate for F3 will not change until it has paid o ' its adaptation credit. Table 5 and Figure 6 show the rate allocation and packet sequence versus time for this example.
Example 4: In this example, we illustrate the impact of end-to-end adaptation and multi-priority ows in HPF on a multimedia application in a mobile computing environment. We use a network MPEG player called VCR 10] as our multimedia application, and compare it over three transports: TCP, UDP, and HPF. For VCR over HPF, we label the I frames of the MPEG stream as high priority, and the P and B frames as low priority. We establish three ows in this example: an unreserved static VCR ow F1 along the path durga ! indra ! radha, a reserved mobile VCR ow F2 along the path durga ! indra ! radha time t = 0 t = 15 t = 30 t = 45 t = 61 t = 88 t = 95 t = 100 data size events F1 " F2 " F3 " F2 ! F2 ! F1 # F3 # F2 #  F1 100   80  80  80  80  ---25MB   F2   -20  20  20  20  20  --25MB   F3   --100  100  80  80 100 -10MB Figure 7 shows the performance of VCR over HPF for F1 and F2, while Figure 8 shows the performance of VCR over TCP for F1 and F2. For the unreserved ow F1, if we run VCR over UDP, F1 never recovers from the starvation, and basically stops midway through the program. If we run VCR over TCP or HPF, F1 eventually recovers, but takes several seconds to get to full speed even after F3 leaves -this is because of the high RTO value of F1 during the period of congestion. For HPF, the recovery is slightly faster than TCP because loss of P and B frames during the recovery phase does not slow down HPF.
For the reserved ow F2, VCR over HPF shows a very signi cant improvement compared to VCR over TCP. This improvement can be attributed to the two key adaptation mechanisms of VCR working in concert with the network layer. In fact, we expected an even smoother graph for VCR over HPF for the reserved ow when congestion is introduced. In theory, the design of the end-to-end adaptation in HPF should shield F2 from variations we observed during the congestion period. A careful study showed that our current HPF implementation reacts very quickly to short term resources uctuations when the window size for the HPF connection is small -which is the case in this example. Ongoing work seeks to solve this problem and provide a more robust solution.
Related Work
The work presented in this paper explicitly or implicitly uses previous work in three broad areas: quality of service models and architectures, resource reservation and advance reservation, and rate reservation. In each case, we present either a novel addition to existing state-of-the-art, or use existing approaches in a new context. In this section, we discuss both the use of, and the di erence from, related work in the above areas.
In wireline networks, three types of service assurances have been proposed: guaranteed 30] -which provides mathematically provable lower bounds on the desired QoS parameter, predictive 18, 19] -which provides reliable but not guaranteed estimates on the desired QoS parameter, and best e ort, which provides no assurances. Integrated Services networks, which provide multiple types of services within a single networking framework, have been proposed for the future computing environments that support both data and real-time applications 9, 8, 13] . Typically, wireline networks assume that the underlying networking resources are mostly invariant, with small and bounded channel loss probabilities. In wireless networks, resource uctuation is common; besides, support for mobility implies that QoS contracts made in one cell may become invalid when the user moves to another cell. In order to handle the above issues, recent literature has provided solutions along two dimensions: introducing mobility-speci c QoS parameters such as loss pro les and hando dropping probability 31], and introducing di erent types of advance reservation 6, 20, 21] . In 33], three mobility-speci c QoS levels are proposed, viz. mobility independent guaranteed, mobility dependent guaranteed, and mobility dependent predictive. In 26], we provide a taxonomy of QoS services taking into account resource uctuations, tra c characterization, and mobility. While many of the current approaches to QoS modeling deal with mobility and advance reservation, and a few also propose using QoS bounds rather than xed values in order to deal with resource uctuations, the issues of how to allocate resources among competing ows, and how to provide resource allocation among mobile and static ows have not been adequately addressed, mostly because the notion of resource allocation in the context of costs and revenues has not been well understood. We believe that one of the bene ts of our architecture is the use of a QoS service model that addresses the unique issues of mobile computing environments with the notions of costs/revenues that all networks must deal with. In particular, our revenue model is general enough to be widely applicable, and simple enough to be intuitively justi able.
Resource , from`passive' reservations (those which are reserved in advance but may be temporarily reused for other ows). While our resource management framework does provide for advance reservations in di erent modes, these algorithms relate to this paper only in the sense that they reduce the frequency of adaptation and shield the e ects of hando s from ongoing static ows. While the above studies typically deal with protocols for resource reservation and admission control, several papers deal with issues of distributing additional resources among competing ows whose lower bounds have been met in the case of static ows in a wireline network. Max-min fair ratebased congestion management for ABR service over wireline ATM networks are proposed in 11, 12] . The max-min computation is distributed and asynchronous. Its convergence properties have been established in 11, 12] . In a work that precedes this paper 23], we used the above approach for static ows in a mobile computing environment. The key di erence between this approach and the rate adaptation described in Section 4 is that we are proposing a revenue-based adaptation approach in order to maximize network revenue while addressing the unique issues of mobile computing environments such as user mobility and time varying wireless link capacity. In contrast to explicit reservation, 2] describes an interesting approach for bandwidth regulation mechanisms to achieve both inter-class regulation and intra-class regulation.
In mobile computing environments, we are not aware of related literature that addresses the issue of rate adaptation e ectively. Rate adaptation has been suggested in 20], but no speci c algorithms have been proposed. A recent work in 3] studies how to optimize resource utilization in wireless multimedia networks based on a result from large deviation theory and perform dynamic bandwidth partitioning among di erent classes of applications. However, the issues due to mobility have not been addressed. At the application layer, it has been widely recognized that applications in mobile computing environments need to adapt in order to provide a graceful reaction to dynamic resource availability 7], but the mechanics of resource adaptation in the network are not addressed in that paper.
Conclusion
Future mobile computing environments will need to support communication-intensive applications such as web browsing and multimedia conferencing. In order to support such applications over scarce, shared, and dynamically varying networking resources, e ective algorithms for resource management algorithms are crucial.
In this paper, we present the TIMELY adaptive resource management architecture for mobile computing environments. This architecture has four layers -link, reservation, adaptation, and transport -all of which perform resource adaptation in a coordinated manner. The goal of each layer is to minimize the amount of adaptation that higher layers need to perform, but at the same time, expose the resource variations to the higher layers to enable them to adapt intelligently.
Over the last year and a half, we have deployed a testbed that provides a full instantiation of our adaptive resource management architecture in a packet cellular mobile computing environment. Our experience with the testbed, both for arti cially generated workloads and for standard applications such as multimedia, le transfer, and web browsers, has demonstrated that our adaptation architecture is able to successfully address the key issues of scarce and dynamic resources in mobile computing environments.
